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TOM'S BACK FOR TULSA!
FRESNO STUDENT PRESIDENT
EXPRESSES HIS REGRET
BULLDOGS ASSUME FINANCIAL LOSS
FOR TOMMY TIGER'S UNIFORM
Vol. 55

C.O.P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

VOTING SYSTEM TOLD,
CANDIDATES LISTED

OCTOBER 4, 1957 — No. 4

Big Rally Slated
At Micke's Grove

Today's class elections will find Nancy Robinson; secretary, Bet
Micke's Grove has been chosen
many new voters using the pref ty Blakely, Jean Lewis, and Jean as the site for the next football
erential ballot for the first time. Pereira; treasurer, Ruth Simon rally. Rally Commissioner Jack
Below is a sample and an ex son and Carolyn Henderson.
Willoughby stated that this will
planation of its correct use.
Seniors have less choice in be one of the biggest attractions
12 3 voting. Running for president are of the year. It will be held on
A. John Freshman
• • • Dennis Day and Dick Easter- Saturday, October 5, from 2:30 to
I. Mary Freshman
• • • brook; vice-president, Phyllis Her 5:00 p.m. There will be soft
Fred L. Freshman
• • • bert; secretary, Marilyn Earley; drinks, swimming, and an old
Since there are three candi and treasurer, Jim Hoi way and style German "Oompa" band in
dates on this ballot, students Jackie Chong.
addition to the regular rally at
tractions of the school songs and
must vote for their first, second,
and third choices. Square number
yells.
one is used for your first choice;
This will be a fine opportunity
square two, for your second
to enjoy an afternoon of fun and
choice; and square three, for your
to meet your fellow students in
third choice. All three choices
Pacific's annual Homecoming an informal atmosphere. Be sure
must be marked with the official activities have been scheduled for to attend this big rally preced
rubber voting stamp provided, or the weekend of October 18 and ing the COP-Tulsa football game,
the ballot becomes invalid.
19, with the committees now hard and help cheer the COP team on
When the ballots are counted, at work planning the varied activ to victory. Micke's Grove is lo
if no candidate has a majority ities for the "big week."
cated 3 miles south of Lodi on
of first choice votes, the candi
West Lane, about ten miles from
The chairmen for the different
date with the fewest number is
the campus. Bring your swim
committees are as follows: Don
dropped and the second choice
ming suits and loud voices and
Landeck, parade chairman; Sid
l/otes on his ballots are given to
follow the crowd to the Tulsa
Smith, queen's committee; Jean
the remaining candidates. Should
Krueger, dance committee; Sue rally at Micke's Grove.
no candidate have a majority by
Scrivener, head of publicity;
this time, the candidate with the
Barbara Amirkhan, barbecue
Fraternities Open
lowest number of votes is dropped
chairman; A1 Hill, house decora
and his votes are awarded to the
Rushing This Week
tions chairman; Jack Willoughby,
remaining candidates. This pro
rally commissioner; and Mary
cess continues until one of the
Fraternity rushing started this
Van Konynenburg, social chair
remaining candidates has a ma
past
week, with the three fra
man.
jority of votes.
ternities
staging open houses, in
Bands from 12 different high
Members of the Student Affairs
order
to
meet
and get acquainted
Committee will conduct the vot schools and COP's own "Swing with the respective pledges. Stu
ing from 8 A.M. to 4 PM. today ing 77" will be marching in the dents can still sign today until
at both ends of the Administra parade up Pacific Avenue from 5:00 as rushees. A fee of one dol
tion Building and in front the Harding Way. Floats from all lar is charged by the Inter-Fra
the living groups and many oth
PSA office.
ers will participate. This year ternity Council.
FROSH CANDIDATES
there are going to be separate Only students who are high
Freshmen going to the polls prizes of $75 each for the best freshmen or above are eligible
today to elect their class officers men's and women's living group for fraternity rushing. All fresh
will find several candidates on floats. All groups or individuals men will be eligible in the spring
the ballot from which to choose. wishing to enter the parade semester. A 2.0 grade average or
For president, Bob Doyle is run should contact parade chairman an overall "C" average must have
ning; vice-president, Del Alberti Don Landeck on or before Octo been attained in the previous
semester.
and Bob Neilebeck; secretary, Tri ber 7.
Preference Day has been set
bley Cox, Sherry Heakin, Sue
On October 3, girls will be
Hoefer, Dian Midkiff, and Su chosen to represent each women's for Friday, October 11. On this
zanne Rosenthal; treasurer, Wen living group in the Homecoming day all rushees will sign at the
dy Dake, Bill Stancliff, Judy Queen contest. Judges will select Dean's office their first, second,
Weisenbach, and Sandy Willard; seven girls as finalists on October and third choices for the fratern
and representative, Barbara Bit- 7, with the queen being chosen ities they prefer. At 4:00 bids
terbaugh, Mary Clark, Douglas at an informal luncheon down can be picked up.
DeGarmo, Barbara Kardashian, town on October 11. Her identity OMEGA PHI ALPHA
Omega Phi has set Wednesday,
Ind Sandra Underwood.
will be kept secret until the Cor
October 9, as their get-acquainted
onation
Rally
on
October
18,
how
SOPHOMORES RUNNING
dinner for the rushees interested
Sophomores will likewise dis- ever.
The Homecoming dance will be in joining their fraternity. The
:over a large slate. For president,
house has not set any dates yet
:hey must choose among Dick held at the Stockton Ballroom for any of its activities.
from
after
the
game
until
1
a.m.
3urkes, Johanne Gadaire, Ernie
(loberson, and Mike Trevitt; vice- At this time, the alumni also ARCHANIA
Archania has selected Thurs
president, Merv Bias, Alan John- will have a dance at the Stock
day, October 10, as its date for a
ton
Hotel.
ion, and Jeanette Smith; secre
The following is the schedule get-acquainted dinner for the
tary, Sally Anaclario, Janet Barpledges. As yet they have no
•on, Carol Blackham, and Fran of events for the weekend.
definite dates for social activities
Friday,
October
18
Casterbrook; treasurer, Howard
5:30 P.M.—Barbecue
planned.
31as, Judy Little, and Susan Han7:00 P.M.—Queen's Coronation ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
lon.
AKL will hold its get-acquaint
Rally
ed dinner on Tuesday, October 8,
IUNIORS ON BALLOT
8:00 P.M.—Bonfire
when Lou Bacon, National Execu
Juniors running for president Saturday, October 19
tive Secretary of Alpha Kappa
ire Bruce MacLean, Howard Ta- 10:30 A.M.—Parade
Lambda, will be guest speaker
raoka, and Ed Christenson; vice8.00 P.M.—Game (Idaho)
•resident, Marty Metzler and 11:00 to 1:00—After game dance for the evening.

"All expenses for Tommy Tiger's suit and head will be
paid by the Fresno Student Association," reported PSA Pres
ident Bob Bersi after a telephone conversation Monday with
Dick Reichel, president of Fresno State's student body.
Reichel expressed his and his constituents' regret over

Committees At Work
On 100th Homecoming

Tom Tiger Mauled;
Springs Back Monday
Roger Kreischer, P a c i f i c's
"Tommy Tiger" for the past three
years, was released from West
Memorial Infirmery M o n d a y
afternoon.
F o r t u n a t e l y his injuries,
though painful, are not as exten
sive as was first reported. A
cracked rib and severe bruises
of the chest and abdomen are
what Roger reported upon release
from the infirmary.
Referring to his ordeal Satur
day night, Roger said he could
see Pacific's men coming out of
the stands to rescue him, but
thought they would never get
there.
"I knew they were running," he
said, "but they looked like chil
dren just learning to take their
first steps.
"Then I saw Bersi, and Felix
with his fist cocked and I
thought, 'Oh, no, John, not that'."
Roger also wishes to thank the
many members of the student
body who sent him cards and
flowers, and who stopped in at
the infirmary to check on his
progress. He said the nurses re
layed the messages from the
many callers who were not per
mitted to visit him.

The following people as yet,
have not called for their edi
tions. of the 1957 Naranjado:
Dick Bateson
Eleanore Guthrie
Herbert Low
Judy Hudelson
Carolyn M. Martin
Janet Nethiesem
Mike Resso
, Contact George Thompson
at the Naranjado office on
Tuesday, between 7 and 9 p.m.

FTommy Tiger's abduction and
beating during the half of last
Saturday's game at Pacific Mem
orial Stadium.
It was discovered later that the
plot to steal Tommy's head had
been planned prior to the game
by four members of one living
group at Fresno State. The Fresnan who seems to have led the
plot, and who was arrested for
his part in it, had failed at State
last spring and is not presently
a member of the student body.
The four had been drinking prior
to the game, Reichel said.
Reichel also told Bersi the
rooters' train was "dead" on the
way home, the students apparent
ly sensing the poor impression
created here by the thoughtless
actions of a minority of their
students.
MASCOT BULLDOG KILLED
As if losing the game and
disgracing their name were not
enough for one night, the Fresnans suffered still another loss.
Their mascot bulldog became ex
cited at the train station, slipped
his leash, and was crushed as
he ran beneath the train.
Bersi said an itemized list of
the damages to the tiger suit has
been sent to Fresno and that
he understands an apology from
the Fresno student senate is
forthcoming.
According to Rally Commission
er Jack Willoughby, the Tommy
Tiger suit and head, both new
this season, are irreparably dam
aged. The suit, made of a fur-like
material, is valued at $130, while
the head cost $35 and at least 20
hours of hard work by Shirley
Ross, TKK sophomore art major.
WILLOUGHBY EXPRESSES
THANKS
Willoughby expressed his ap
preciation immediately following
the game for the prompt response
of the students of Pacific in res
cuing Tommy Tiger. He also
commended the cool thinking the
Pacificites exhibited by not allow
ing the emotionally taut situa
tion to run out of hand.
In an interview with Patrolman
33 of the Stockton Police Depart
ment after the game, it was dis
closed that the second disturb
ance in the Fresno stands result
ed when Tommy Tiger's head
was found hidden beneath the
stands. He, too, stated that the
principal participants in the dis
turbance had been drinking.
"School rivalry is all right, he
said, "but when it gets out of
hand like this, well, it's another
story.
And then, some of the citizens
in the stands objected because
they thought we treated them
(the Fresno rioters) too rough!"
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Pacific Offers
Video Course

by g e o r g e . ; .
(Fasel, t h a t is)

In addition to the regular
classes offered on the campus of
WITH CLASS ELECTIONS GALLOPING TO A CLOSE to
COP and off-campus classes at
the
students of this campus have once again undergone a wee!
Dillon Marine Station, Tahoe
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Association.
thorough political saturation.
Philosophy
Institute,
American
Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, California
The buildings are plastered with posters singing the praise
under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Academy for Asiatic Studies,
various office-seekers, while the individual hopefuls themse
College
of
the
Pacific
is
offering
Editor
v..
Wes Brown
Assistant Editor
—..Joan Ulrich this year a new television course have trudged around practicing that ill-famed institution, to
Business Manager
John Boston in history in which over 200 The Political Speech.
Managing Editor ..._
Salvador Cortes
Posters speak for themselves and nobody pays much atten
people have enrolled.
Society Editors
Jan Gaston, Joan Bender
to
them
anyway. But the speeches of a potential grafter are o
Circulation Editor
—..Rosemary Eggen
The subject, history of Cali
Columnists
Bob Bersi, George Fasel, Linda McKinnon, Richard Elliot, Tom Cloud fornia, will deal briefly with the fascinating if confusing.
Sports Editors
Stevie Chase, Ed Sowash
BEING AN OLD HAND AT THESE CAMPUS POPULAR
romantic early Spanish and Mex
Foculty Adviser
„
Dr. Osborne
CONTESTS, we seek to translate the well-chosen words which 1
Reporters
Virginia Sprout, Suzanne Bestor, Mary Ann Drysdale, ican times, but will emphasize the
Jack Marden, Richard Bateson, Marian Duncan, Richard Bass, Ed Schwartz, more significant American peri been flung about of late for those who are new to the college f
David Towell, Gary Kaufman, Patricia Soule, Ernest Roberson, Henry Wal od. "The fantastic rush for the ical scene. And, likewise, we contend that there is occasional]
lace, Paul Kaufman, Donalyn Campbell, Norman Bass, Valerie White, Rosa
gold mines, the intriguing story discernible breach between the candidate's words and his thou;
lind Anti, Caroline Jamieson, Jean McGuire, Robert Nielebeck, Ellie Niles,
Thelma Jackson, Martha Metzler, David Klurman, Sid Smith, Bill Embry, of the admission to the Union, of meaning.
For instance, when a question is asked of our undergrade
Dave Davis, Steve Farrell.
the rapid development of trans
MULOQWNEY
PRINTINO CO.
portation and communications, soap-boxer, he often answers, "I'm glad you brought that up." L
the tremendous expansion of ag translation; "There's always a wise-mouth in the crowd."
If a speaker has stated, "There are a number of reasons
riculture, industry, and popula
tion, and the cultural achieve prompted me to run for this office," chances are he really me
ments of the state will all be de "Boy, do I need that unit for Senate."
ALL TOO OFTEN WE HEAR THE PHRASE "I think my rei
There is little doubt in anyone's mind who displayed the veloped."
best form last Saturday night, both on the playing field and Dr. R. Coke Wood, who also speaks for itself." Candidate's meaning: "If they check up on
in the stands. Although throwing "bouquets" to ourselves is conducts the annual College of I'm dead."
When a speechifier says, "I would appreciate any and all
a bit awkward, credit should be given where credit is certain the Pacific Mission Tour, will port you can give me," a more significant sentence would
be the instructor. Dr. Wood, a
ly due.
graduate of the College of the "C'mon; I'm voting for myself—jump on the bandwagon."
First of all, our sincere thanks to Art Corra and the band Pacific, earned his Ph.D. degree
Don't forget that when a candidate says, "I think I've made
for returning to the field after the half-time disturbances at the University of Stouthern stand quite clear," he could easily mean, "I've taken great p
Such disturbances are unpleasant, to say the least, for a California. He now teaches his not to commit myself."
"If elected, I will do my best to follow any and all suggestio
involved. The band's poise under such unexpected circum tory for both COP and Stockton
College and is the Executive is often heard, but only occasionally does its inner meaning
stances revealed their fine training and discipline, and their
Secretary of the statewide Con through, that is, "My mind is made up; don't confuse me with
performance Saturday night proved a tribute to Mr. Corra ference of California Historical facts."
excellent leadership both as a musician and as an individua Societies.
IF YOU HAVE HEARD THE STATEMENTS, "I feel that I
The prompt, efficient work of PSA President Bob Bersi, Other experts and specialists represent all sections of the campus," consider that it might 1
Bally Commissioner Jack Willoughby, and the cheerleaders assisting Dr. Wood will be Dr. meant, "I'm by far the best politician money can buy."
Does this sound familiar? "I want to thank all my friends
should not go unheralded. Heaven only knows what Tommy Rockwell Hunt, dean of Cali
Tiger's condition would be today had these men acted less fornia historians and named "Mr. supporters for their contribution to my campaign." Listen to it
California" by Governor Knight; way, "I'd sure like to know what happened to all those peop
decisively. In addition, by the end of the game most of the Dr. Malcolm Eiselen, Chairman of bought off."
arrangements for the payment of damages had already been the history department of COP;
THE TIME-HONORED POLITICAL SPEECH often ends v
made.
Reginald R. Stuart, Director of
.. and may the best man win." Fine. Swell. Yipee. Even tho
The spirit and deportment of the student body as a whole the California History Founda the speaker may be thinking, "If they believe this trash, I'm
must be commended. Feelings of anger ran justifiably high tion; J. Randolph Hutchins, Pro washed up."
Bye Bye. Buy Bonds.
when we saw our mascot carried from the field. Tempers fessor of history at COP; and Art
Farey, COP's director of Public
were boiling and could easily have bubbled over into a riot. Relations.
But cool heads prevailed and most of the pent-up spirit was This course may be taken for Harold Pinska Gives
BOSTWICK CALL
channeled into support for the team, a much more construc two units of upper division credit
FOR Y WORKERS
and meets the requirement in Dining Hall Facilities
tive and much less disasterous outlet.
Maynard Bostwick, Stock
U.S. History and California Gov
F. Harold Pinska, a public ac YMCA worker and former I
ernment.
It
would
also
be
of
in
I'll ere is nothing more frustrating than a failure to com
countant from Oakland, donated vice-president, has annour
municate. When this failure occurs on the printed page it is terest for those not wishing $10,000 to be used in furnishing that the Stockton YMCA, i
credit. History of California is to
especially frustrating, both to the reader and to the writer.
be seen on KBET-TV, channel Anderson Dining Hall. Mr. Pin Scouts, and the Camp Fire G
Of this failure your editor is guilty. Instead of stimulat 10, Wednesday and Friday, 5:30 ska gave this money through his are offering' opportunities to C
!
ing constructive thought and action, as was his intent, he P.M.
son, Walter Pinska, who gradu students to work as volun
counselors
and
club
leaders
v
has succeeded in producing in some quarters only irritation.
ated from COP with the class of
school children.
Naranjado portraits will be 1948.
It is the editor's duty to express opinion and stimulate
Some students already are
thought; it is the readers' privilege to dissent in those opin taken starting Monday, Octo
The new look in the dining hall
ber 21, announced editor Geo. consists of 60 oak tables and over joying this type of co-currici
ions.
experience, but these organ
Fasel. Schedules for students
It is hoped that a clarification of this editor's views will will be circulated before that 400 side and armchairs to match tions still need more help. In
the
tables.
During
the
summer
produce mutual understanding between this paper and its time.
ested students may get furthei
the kitchen was partially remodel
readers. I o this end we print the three main points of last
Keith Cole of San Mateo will ed and new colorful fiber glass formation from Tom Claggeti
week's editorial:
shoot the portraits this year, serving trays were purchased for Anderson "Y".

EDITORIAL

1. Prospective pledges should not let reports of "wildness m fraternities or sororities prevent them from pledgfafseh'oodsSe rep°rtS are usually prejudiced exaggerations or
. 2" |lushees should realistically consider pledging; that is,
not as the be all-end all" of a college career, but as an excel
lent opportunity for personal growth.
3. As with any aspect of life, the benefits you derive as
a house-member will be proportionate to your sincere selfinvestment in that group.

LDCCHESrS
2018 Pacific Ave.

DELI CATESS EN
AND

FISH MARKET

(Next Door to Avence Hardware)

Ph. HO 2-8866

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC FOODS
„ ,

,,

COLLEGE STUDENTS

D
Enjoy Something Different — Lunches to take n.,t
onable Price. Ezamule:RAvVm

BOILED HAM
ITALIAN HAM
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<

eeeweeweeeee,,,,,—,

THE BEST

-90c ea.
1.00 ea.

xSCHOW "Tzzzzzrifc U:

I

IN

P I Z Z A

THE COUNTRY

disclosed Fasel, and the cost
will run $1.75 per student.
However, if a person wishes to
be photographed in beautiful
natural color, there will be an
additional charge of $2.00.
"Mr. Cole's work is among
the finest I have seen," said
fasel. "I can only emphasize
that if students wish to have
their picture in the Naranjado
they must be on time in proper
dress and have the photogra
phy fee with them."

160 See Y Movie
An estimated one hundred and
sixty Pacific students took ad
vantage of the showings Friday
afternoon and evening of the
movie, "Julius Caesar," starring
Marlon Brando. Jean Avery
chairman of the activity, intro
duced Dr. Olson of the English
department, who led an analysis
and open discussion of the movie.

student use.

A new serving apparatus is now
in use creating a third serving
line located in the small dining
room. This is to help speed up
the serving of food so students
will not have to wait so long in
line. The remainder of the dining
hall remodeling will take place
during the coming summer.
It has been expressed by Miss
Knauf, Food Service Director,
that students should take the
best care of dining hall utensils
and equipment as they are not
easy to replace.
The possibility of students
busing their own dishes might be
something new in the future if
more student workers are not
acquired. At present the dining
hall is short of student workers.
Anyone interested in helping dur
ing meals for pay should contact Miss Knauf at the dining
hall.

TRI-BETA TO TRY
CLASS TUTORING

Beta Beta Beta, science frati
ity, is planning a trial run
class tutoring, according to
Lehmann, adviser to the grc
Upper division students will 1
sessions before an exam to wl
lower division students can cc
for review before the exam. 1
plan is going to be held for c
a few of the lower division c<
ses.
For those interested in the
tivities of Tri-Beta, a bulk
board in Weber Hall will conl
information of this group.
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FROM WHERE I SIT.
By BERSI
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Pre-Dental Students
Must Take Exam

There was no joy in Mudville last Saturday night. "Mighty
Any pre-dental student who
Fresno had struck out. They lost the game; they lost their mascot;
^and, worst of all, that evening Fresno State lost a great deal of face. plans to enter dental school next
njjNot that the attack on Tommy Tiger was the intent of the Fresno fall must take the Dental Apti
^ rooters. As is the usual rule in such a fracas, it was the handiwork tude Test this year, Dean Betz
of only a handful of knotheads who couldn't hold their liquor. In has announced.
,s this specific case, the band of bumpkins was led by a spring semesThe test, which will cost $15,
,jv'ter flunk-out from State.
will be given on January 10 or 11,
^
These and many other things concerning Saturday night's 1958, and April 25 or 26, 1958. Ap
Fresno fiasco were discussed at length over the phone (just before plications must be received in
^.1 wrote this column) between me and the student you may have Chicago by December 27, 1957,
seen me shaking hands with next to the song leaders' platform dur for the January testing dates,
ing the game at half-time. His name—Dick Reichel, student body and by April 11, 1958, for the
^president of Fresno State College, and a better man you'll never April testing dates. Application
^meet. If you think you were angry game-night, you should have blanks may be obtained in Dean
)0, heard Reichel. He still feels like the Butt-of-the-Week and so do Betz' office.
ly most of the Fresno students.
The tests will be given in Call
gj.
What really looked good that night (and I've been getting this fornia at the following centers:
Shown above Is Dr. Howard Runion, Chairman of Pacific's
from many outside sources who were watching the game) was the
School of Dentistry
j speech department, at the instrument panel for the new audiontric
^manner in which Pacific rooters handled the situation. They tore
College of Physicians and
testing room in Bannister Hall. The testing room is seen through
Ooacross the field and knocked enough heads together to get Tom
Surgeons
the window in the upper left.
back to safety, then returned with him to the stands, leaving Fresno
344 Fourteenth Street
^holding a mighty odorous bag of lousy tricks. If we would have
San Francisco 3, California
,arrioted, (pleasant, though unpractical thought), before the mixup
School of Dentistry
could have been stopped, no one would have known who deserved
University of So. California
Cffthe razzberry. But as things were, there was no doubt about it in
925 West 34th Street
^the minds of the fans. Fresno was not only beaten on the field, but
Los Angeles 7, California
By BILL EMBRY
in the stands also. Allow me to be the voice of congratulation and
College of Dentistry
sladmiration for those people who commented and called to praise
University of California
Something new in the way of accomplished in the same way as
Jthe Pacific rooters. And now, to pick up a few loose ends.
The Medical Center
teaching and testing facilities has the "Pure Tones" method: the
Item One: Remuneration—The Tiger uniform is in a sad state San Francisco 22, California
been added to the College Speech patient hears an actual voice,
^>f disrepair (not to mention Tom). Rally Commissioner Jack Will
Department. Dr. Howard Runion, either live' or pre-recorded. The
School of Dentistry
ai)Ughby, who went through all kinds of trouble to get this new
College of Medical Evangelists chairman of the department, has voice level or modulation can be
suit for the rallies and games, was tearing a little hair Saturday
announced the opening of the controlled by the examiner. The
Loma Linda, California
flight. However, Fresno student body president Reichel promises
AD other centers are posted in new audiometric testing room at examiner then gives the patient
the Speech and Hearing Clinic words and sentences to identify
gihat his group will pick up the tab on anything and everything.
ttVe'U have a Tiger for Tulsa, paid for by Fresno.
AD old students, including high in Bannister Hall. The audio- and, by the patient's reactions,
Item Two: Speed-Checks—The Senate was asked by outside fac freshmen, who have changed metric testing room is designed can determine the type of hear
tions to give its consideration and a possible vote of confidence on their addresses since spring and for complete hearing evaluation. ing loss and the amount. Even
"noise," or "White
(a:he proposal to place traffic dips or mounds midway between our have not changed the address After a series of tests, the per controlled
:ampus lanes. This gave vent to all kinds of argument and discus with the deans' offices are urged centage of hearing loss can be Noise" as it is known, is added
sion out of which came such sage comments as, "We've already got to do so immediately. Dean Betz determined.
in the "Free Field" test. This
jjioo many holes in the streets." It was seriously considered, however; has "change of address" forms,
The room itself is completely simulates the little distractions
soundproof; it is a "room within that occur in actual conversation.
leind the scanty surface construction of our streets was the main
>oint in question. As a result, mounds could soon give way and
Freshmen and transfer stu a room." Once inside, behind the COMPLETE FACILITIES
become all shapes and sizes of mole hills; and the dip would be just
dents, don't forget the make double door and the double-plated
The Audiometric testing room
up School and College Abilities windows, the silence is deafening. has complete diagnosis facilities
uUstom-built puddles and eventually mud-holes. Besides, have you
iver hit one of those things with your car? No vote of confidence...
Test and the Study Habits and The examiner sits at the controls and can accommodate anyone
Item Three: Man on the Street—The other day I found myself
Attitude Inventory test to be in the next room and can observe from 18 months to 100 years (or
>oking around the new dorm that's been blotting out the sun on
given Saturday, October 5, at the patient through a small win older). It is being used by the
_he campus lately. There's a pretty good bunch of guys working on
C.C.S. (Crippled Children's Ser
9| A.M. in Room 210, Adminis dow.
he place, though they weren't too aware of its intended future.
vice) to determine the need of
tration Building. These tests "PURE TONE" TESTING
One stage of the testing is hearing aids. It also is being re
Svhen I happened to mention that some four hundred co-eds would
are requirements at COP, so
>e boarded and roomed there, various comments were bantered
all who have not taken them known as "Pure Tone Testing." ferred to by physicians in our
ibout
yeah; anyhow, I told them to see "Andy"
are urged to remember Octo "Pure Tones" which are complete community. There are very few
ly free of overtones are sent into rooms like this in Northern Cali
Anderson about the jobs.
ber 5.
the room and through the ear fornia, one being located in San
phones the patient is wearing. Francisco and another in Oak
These tones range from 250 to land.
8000 cycles per- second. With
The money to finance the audiothese the examiner is able to de metric testing room came from
termine what tones the patient college appropriations and gifts
can or cannot hear.
from the following:
Since "Pure Tones" only tell
Stockton Quota Club, Theta
what we hear in the way of sound Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha,
and not in the way of speech, Delta Chapter of Athena, Mu
actual speech remains as the Gamma Chapter of Alpha Iota,
next facet to be tested. The speech The Beltone Company, and Har
cycle ranges from about 500 to old W. Thompson.
2000 cycles; these are what we OPEN FOR INSPECTION
Be stylish,
must be able to hear in order to
The room and testing privileges
communicate with each other.
are available to all coUege stu
be comfortable,
"FREE FIELD" TESTING
dents. All students also are in
The process of testing and de vited to come over to inspect the
be thrifty in these
termining the type and the room, but are requested to make
amount of hearing loss is done by an appointment first. Call How
easy care
the "Free Field" test. This is ard 4-7781, Extension 34.

Speech And Hearing Clinic
Opens New Testing Room

Taper® Ivys

fine cotton slacks.

4.95 to 6.95
•
A T

START OFF RIGHT
ATTEND THE GAME

Y O U R

F A V O R I T E

S T O R E

GET YOUR POM POMS
AND ROOTER CAPS
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SEVEN TEAMS WILL
COMPETE TODAY IN
WRA SWIM MEET

Y Program Planned
At Columbia Retreat

metZL

By LINDA McKINNON

A swimming meet for all wo
men's living groups is being held
today from 3:30 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
by the Women's Recreation As
sociation.

COLUMBIA CONFERENCE
BIG SUCCESS
Thirteen enthusiastic Y mem
bers journeyed to the cabin site
of Dr. Robert Burns at Columbia
Steffens-W allace
Seven teams will be competing on the weekend of September 20for a trophy to be awarded to the 21 for the primary purpose of
Wedding
living group winning the highest planning an interesting and stim
number of points. These teams ulating program for the Anderson
News of the marriage of Andy
are to be composed of one person Y Center to follow for the 1957-58
Steffens and Ed Wallace was re
or one team for each event. Per term. This conference was also
vealed at West Hall on Septem
sons will be selected and their intended to initiate a leadership
practice will be supervised by training course designed specific ber 23.
team captains from each group. ally for the cabinet members and
Andy, who formerly resided in
to acquaint the officers and Y
West
Hall, was a sophomore ma
Events for the meet will be as members in an informal gather
joring in English. Also a sopho
follows: 25 yard free style, 50 ing.
more here on our campus, Ed is
yard free style, 25 yard butterfly
Dr. Jacoby conducted a series
or breast stroke, 25 yard back of informal lectures about the active on the football team.
Both are from San Francisco.
crawl, medley relay, four front background of the Y and pre
crawl relays, diving (1 compul sented an outlook for the future
sory dive, and 2 optional dives), as to the many problems in re
and form swimming (front crawl, gard to the campus which could
elementary back-stroke, side- be handled easily by the Y. He
stroke, breast-stroke, back crawl). aided the training course by out
Mary Ann-Bruce
lining the various methods of
Clues
in the form of mobiles
On
Monday
evening,
September
In charge of the event are accomplishing good leadership.
30, West Hall installed House and ingenious signs were seen in
Sandra Clark and Gaylene Nic
In numerous round table dis Council members and represen South Hall last week, and on
hols.
cussions, under the direction of tatives for the new term.
Wednesday night written clues
All students are invited to come Y President, Don Duns, the cab
were thrown to the girls at house
to a WRA Fun Night on October inet and members concluded the
A traditional candlelight cere
9 from 7 to 9 P.M. in the gymnas planning conference with the fol mony began at 9:00 when Lor- meeting. But it was not until after
the candle had been passed
ium. There will be ping-pong,
lowing list of activities for pure etta Magno sang "I'll Walk With
volleyball, and other indoor and entertainment, spiritual and re God." From a large white candle around and blown out by Mary
Ann Daigh that her engagement
outdoor sports.
ligious guidance and education, symbolizing justice, guidance, and to Bruce Chandler was announc
and growth and development of companionship, each of the in
ed.
political interests: A series of lec coming officers lit a smaller
NEW PROTECTION
Bruce is a U.S.C. graduate. He
tures
on
current
events
such
as
candle
as
a
pledge
to
draw
from
FOR RINGS
is now teaching elementary
The Problem of Segregation, or high ideals in the fulfillment of
school and is working for his ad
the Arab-Israeli Struggle, with her respective duties.
ministrative credential to teach
prominent specialists as guest
Officers installed were Julie -civil service at a foreign base.
lecturers; a series of discussions
Mary Ann is a sophomore his
on the topic, Great. Religions of Lauer, president; Marge Lake,
the World, proposed to confront v i c e - p r e s i d e n t ; C h a r m a i n e tory major working for her sec
students with the beliefs of other Thompson, secretary; Linda ondary teaching credential. She
peoples; three trips designed for Hutchinson, treasurer; Carolyn has been very active in music
leadership training and interest Taylor, historian; Nina Kent, and drama.
Both are from Vacaville.
"buzz" sessions, such as a trip to student affairs; Nyla Marchese,
Columbia at the semester break, A.W.S. representative; Judy Barka conference at Camp Campbell, low, Standards Committee repre P A C I F I C G R A D W R I T E S
sentative; Darla Zunino and Darand another at Asilomar.
FROM ANTARCTICA
To fulfill the second purpose lene Moreland, sophomore, and
junior
representatives,
and
Shar
of the conference which was to
Bill Becker, one of the out
"know thy fellow cabinet mem on Kenney, Joan Rassmussen, standing alumni of Pacific and
ber," the program planners par Andy Chetaud, and Julia Harvey, an active member of the Pacific
ticipated in dancing and singing freshman representatives.
family, is now in Antarctica. On
Following the candlelighting, August 10 he spoke at the anni
and then took a tour of the town
of Columbia, which is located in President Julie Lauer gave a versary dinner at COP honoring
b e a u t i f u l M o t h e r L o d e short speech, concluded with a Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Stagg. Upon
Almost a million and a half t h e
brides will go to the altar in the country.
prayer.
returning home he was sent as a
United States this year. More than
Honored guests included Mrs. correspondent for the New York
one-third will be teen-agers, more
Wilbur and Mrs. Lyons, house Times to cover the U.S. scientific
than half of them will have had
mothers of West Hall; Catherine posts in the 1957-1958 Internation
engagements of less than six
months duration and less than a
P. Davis, Dean of Women; and al Geophysical Year. He will be
quarter will have been engaged for
Mrs. Burns.
working out of Little America
a year or longer. Next to June,
and McMurdo Sound.
the most popular wedding months
will be September and December.
"WEAR WHITE TO THE GAME"
As a student he played foot
This data comes from a study of
ball and majored in journalism.
U. S. marriages over the past
In a letter to the registrar, Mr.
decade. But no statistics exist on
the vast number of brides who
Becker sends greetings to the
will lose their wedding or engage
Pacific family and offers to take
are really long
ment rings within the first year of
orders for penguin eggs.
marriage. Some rings slip off

West Hall Installs
Julie Lauer Prexy

SCHOOL DAYS

when the fingers get wet; others,
removed by their wearers because
they have become tight, are mis
laid and lost.
Skilled jewelry designers have
at last come to the aid of the mod
ern bride with a ring, created by
Columbia Diamond Rings of New
York, which need never be removed
from the finger, nor can it slip off.
Two self-adjusting "Tru-Fit"
spring units, deftly concealed un
der the diamond, expand and con
tract to conform to the natural
shape of the finger. If your diet
ing or cold weather slims your fin
gers, the ring will still be held
gently, yet snugly, in perfect posi
tion by the expanding springs. No
need to remove the ring either. For
dish washing, house-cleaning oi
sports, the self-adjusting springs
keep it secure and comfortable un
der every condition of wear. The
new "Tru-Fit" Rings end the an
noyance of twisting and turning
too, and keep the diamond attrac
tively centered on the finger when
it was meant to be.

Drop in and hear your favorite song

School days 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
On

SUNDAY evening put down your pen

We are open from 2:30 to 10:00
During the game the Tigers score
The Rooters shout and yell for more

a / T H E E N D ZONE

Drop in

for Food galore
The Man to see is ROMER, (Thor)
from 4:00 p.m. to after game

Knolen Datebooks Are
On Sale For Students

The Knolens, senior women's
honorary society, are getting
their semester's plans in full
swing. Their first project is the
sale of the annual date-books
which have a complete listing of
the year's events. The book is on
sale this week for twenty-five
cents.
In mid-October, the COP stu
dent directory will be on sale by
the organization. The directory
will again include the names,
school addresses, and home ad
dresses of each full-time student.

TK CARD PARTY

TO BE OCTOBER 5

Members of Tau Kappa sore
ity are busily completing plai
for the fall semester. On Octob
5, members of the house will I
hostesses to a tea, fashion shoi
and card party, staged for alum
patronesses, and mothers, as a
nounced by president, Conn
Doyle.
During the afternoon, son
thirty fashions from the Knobt
Shop will be displayed. Mode
for the afternoon will include
representation of alums as we
as members. Those modeling wi
be Anne Nelson, Carol Blac
ham, Mary Van Konynenbur
Shirley Ross, Jackie Chong, Juc
Little, Connie Doyle, Judy Rig
by, Elaine Howse, Mrs. To
Sprague, Mrs. John McHugh, at
Mrs. Harold Daley. Anne Nelsc
will serve as chairman of tl
event.
The following Sunda
October 6, Tau Kappa will t
honoring its new house mothe
Mrs. Cleyo Scougal, with the a:
nual Housemother's Tea. Al
students and faculty members ai
welcome at this annual ope:
house event.

Y Slates First
Member Meeting

The "Y's" first total membe
ship meeting of the year will t
held Monday, October 7, upstaii
in the "Y" from 7:00 till 8:00. A
cording to president Don Dun
the officers and committee chai
men will preview the comir
programs, and members will hat
the opportunity to sign up f(
those activities in which they ai
most interested.
Those who want to help pla
the program and develop the
leadership potentiality also wi
have the opportunity to sign u
for various committees and pos
tions. Because of the variety c
program and because the "Y"
growing, every interested perso
should find a good spot to develo
his particular talents.
Following the meeting, thos
who so desire may participate i
informal recreation and get a
quainted over refreshments (r
charge).
Those who have not yet joine
the "Y" will be able to secui
membership cards at the meetin
—two dollars for the year.
"Our «Y' is what we a
make it," said Duns. "I'm ver
pleased with the response to ov
organization and with the wa
so many top students are gettir
behind it with both time ar
money."

A W S A n n o u n c e s Dean' s Te
I n f o r m a l G r a d u a t e Meetin

The Associated Women Sti
dents are pleased to annount
that a tea will be given in hone
of Catherine P. Davis, Dean c
Thanksgiving and Christmas Women, on the afternoon c
will not be such a dreary time November 24.

for those confined to a hospital,
for the Knolens will provide tray
favors, Christmas trees, and
carols to brighten their holidays.
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Installation Ceremony
Held In South Hall
Last night South Hall held an
installation for their newly elec
ted officers.
Those installed were Margaret
Cake, president; Rose Purcell,
vice president; Mona Vaughn, sec
retary; Jeannie Watkins, treasur
er; Carol Hampton and Joyce
Reed, senior representatives;
Winnie Kniitson and Esther Shikuma, junior representatives;
Rosemary Eggen and Diana For
rest, sophomore representatives;
Gail Manny, Sharon Young, and
Sheila Thompson, freshman rep
resentatives; Pat Hamm, A.W.S.
representative; Ann Windway,
standards committee representa
tive.
W i t h Homecoming drawing
near, South Hall has chosen Dottie Watt to be chairman for the
house planning and decorations
committees. The float planning
and decorations committees are
headed by Donna Farber. These
girls and their committees will
work on ideas around the chosen
homecoming theme for their
float and the house.

LES MISERABLES
NEXT "Y" FEATURE
Les Miserables, starring Char
les Laughton and Fredric March,
is the next film attraction spon
sored by the "Y". A Magoo car
toon will precede this feature.
See them both next Friday, Octo
ber 11, in Music C at either 4:00
or 7:00 P.M.
In Les Miserables, the inequi
ties of the social system of the
nineteenth century which repre
sented private property above
human needs, and law above jus
tice, are exposed with power and
understanding. A great cast
brings Victor Hugo's timeless
novel of an unforgettable historic
al period to full fruition.
Following the 7:00 showing
only, Stockton civic leader Ford
Lewis, a scholar in the field of
social systems, will lead a brief
discussion of the film for all who
desire to remain to compare the
social system portrayed in the
film with that of our own day in
the United States. Forum Arts
credit will be given those who re
main for this discussion.
The price of admission for "Y"
members is thirty-five cents and
forty-five cents for non-members.

ADALINE'S WISDOM
for SOPHISTICATES
Dear Addy,
I'm an off-campus woman stu
dent, and I want so much to
help out in A.W.S. activities.
How can I get the information
concerning this matter?
Penelope
Dear Penelope,
Well, in the Ad building there
is a special bulletin board for offcampus women students. It is
located directly across the hall
from Dean Davis's office. On this
board you will find the current
A.W.S. news (disregard the jokes;
they're lousy!) In fact, there will
be a meeting for off-campus wo
men students this coming Tues
day, October 8, in the Social Hall
at 7:00 p.m.
Dear Addy,
My folks think I'm being,very
sneaky. I bought an orange park
ing sticker to put on a car and
wrote to dad telling him to buy
me a car so I can have something
on which to put my orange park
ing sticker. Do you think I'm
being sneaky?
Pete
Dear Sneaky Pete,
You are a sneaky, low down,
no good,.
Did it work?
Dear Addy,
Since I've been at school, the
moths are just ruining my wool
sweaters. I've tried moth balls,
tear-gas, and sulphuric acid, but
nothihg seems to work. What
should I do?
Jayne Mansfield
Dear J.M.,
Why don't you fool the moths

by putting a tag on your sweaters
marked "cotton"?
Dear Addy,
Why can't we wear pedal push
ers and bermudas on campus? I
think they look real neat. What's
wrong with wearing them in the
library, cafeteria, and down
town? Is it all right if I wear
them at home in Italy?
Tophie Sucker
Dear Miss Sucker,
Girls who are well-reared do not
wear pants!
Ad-libs
Everyone had fun at the first
class rally Thursday night. Good
work, Jack. . . How about the
all-girl rooting section at half
time Saturday night?. . . If you
don't have a cold or the flu, you
are out of it. . . Cartwheels are
dangerous. Huh, Don?. . . Our
Tommy Tiger really got the raw
deal Saturday night. We all hope
he gets well real soon; we miss
him. And to the ones who were
responsible—"Oh, I could smash
you!" . . . We hear Dr. Baker has
a good set of jokes this year. . .
Big birthday party for Aleen and
Janell in South Hall Sunday
night. . . Did anyone use the
Queen's Throne Monday morn
ing?. . . Pom pom girls looked
great. Where do they get all their
energy?. . . Hope everyone voted
in class elections today
Rally at Micke's Grove?? Sounds
good to us. . . Fraternity rushing
in full swing. . . Sorority rush
ing begins with Silence on the
28th of October. . . See you all
at the Tulsa game on Saturday.

IN THE SPOTLIGHT—ORCHESIS

Orchesis, the national dance to local opera performances.
Last year, Orchesis members
society, is being greatly revised
on our campus. This modern performed ballet in local opera
dance group is growing rapidly presentations under the direc
and is now in the midst of a tion of Dr. Lucas Underwood.
large membership campaign. Or Officers of Orchesis, as instal
chesis, with Mrs. Annely Uherek led last year, are Susan Haeden,
as adviser, is specifically aimed president; Shirley Ross, vice
toward the advanced study in president; and Eleanor Stoltz,
modern dance.
secretary.
Mrs. Uherek, campus dance
The organization held its first
meeting of the year on October instructor and adviser to Or
1, by organizing and making chesis, has had a great amount
plans for the club activities dur of experience along the dance
line. Now in her third year here
ing the year.
For membership in Orchesis, at at College of the Pacific, Miss
least one semester of modern Uherek studied dance on our cam
dance is suggested along with the pus before leaving for Europe,
consent of the instructor, limiting where she spent several years.
While abroad she was given the
membership to twenty.
Along with Orchesis, specializ opportunity of instructing at the
ed dance classes will be held with Conservatory in Vienna.
Any men or women interested
special emphasis on dance for
the drama student.
in further information concern
The year's activities build to ing Orchesis and its position in
a climax with a dance recital our campus life are urged to
performed in the spring by mem see Miss Uherek in her gymnas
bers of the society, in addition ium office.

Leading the cheering and sing
ing at the home games and at
the rallies will be the newlychosen song girls and yell lead
ers. Since these pepsters will be
in the public eye throughout the
year, Pacificites may be inter
ested in knowing a little about
each one.
Mary Dell Washburn, a sopho:
more song girl hailing from Turlock, is a music education major.
She is active in the A Cappella
Choir and is a member of Alpha
Theta Tau Sorority. Mary Dell's
engagement to Chet Latif, a stu
dent at the University of Colora
do, was announced recently.
Another song girl belonging to
Alpha Thete is Pat Pagel. Pat, a
senior, is an elementary educa
tion major and is presently stu
dent teaching at John Tyler ele
mentary school. She is engaged to
Paul Williams, an ex-Pacificite.
Sophomore Marion J ohnson
from Salinas was the hostess for
a California rodeo in 1956. In her
spare time Marion rides horse
back and skis on both snow and
on water. Marion is majoring in
elementary education.
Swimming and painting are the
favorite pastimes of junior Micky
Babb. She is from Corning
and is an English major. Micky
is a member of Alpha Theta Tau.
The mambo, the cha-cha, and
Afro-Cuban dancing are Mona
Vaughn's favorite hobbies. Mona,
a high freshman from Berkeley,
has given dance performances
several times. This summer Mona
made her debut at the Mark HopKins in San Francisco. She is
majoring in group work.
Allen Farnum, Bruce Gledhill,
and Don Landeck are returning
as yell leaders for their second
year. The only newcomer to the

yell leader quartet is Mel Slocum.
Mel is a freshman and is from
North Hollywood.
Hunting, fishing, and all sports
are Allen's hobbies. He is serving
as president of Ski Club and is
a member of Omega Phi Fratern
ity. Allen, a business major, is
from Orinda.
Don is a commercial art major
and hails from Altadina. He has
been a member of the tennis
team and is a member of Omega
Phi. Bruce, who is also an Omega
Phi member, is from San Fran
cisco. His major is economics.

Kuchel Guest- Speaker
At Pharmacy Meeting
Senator Thomas Kuchel was
one of the guest speakers at the
September 28 meeting of the
College of the Pacific Pharmacy
Department. There were 50 dif
ferent pharmaceutical representa
tives in attendance. Presiding
over the meeting was Leon Hap
pen, local pharmacist, and Dr.
Robert Burns welcomed the
group.
Dr. Ivan W. Rowland gave the
progress report and informed the
group of the history of the phar
macy school at COP. Dr. Row
land is presently in Nevada where
he will speak October 1 at the
Nevada State Pharmaceutical
Convention.

All low juniors who have not
taken the Sophomore General
Culture Test are asked to take
the make-up test on Saturday,
October 12, at 8:30 A.M. in
Room 210, Administration
Building.

buy now — your complete fall wardrobe — ask about our "college" accounts

OFF-CAMPUS WOMEN
MEETING CALLED

On Tuesday evening, October 8,
all off-campus women are urged
to attend a special AWS meeting
in Anderson Social Hall. The
purpose of the meeting is to
acquaint off-campus women with
the dormitories and to encourage
them to join in the dorm func
tions.
An off-campus representative
will be elected to become a mem
ber of the AWS board.

Meet Pacific's Yell And Song Leaders

vurww
1700 Pacific Ave,

The Brown House leads
in fashion-wise-Ease
a simple transition twosome—
washable blouse and skirt duo—
bibbed blouse and whirl-a-way
quilted skirt to match — set off
with a gleaming patent leather belt

green or red plaid

17.98

park free

—

spacious

—

convenient

open mondays till nine
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Evaschevski Criticizes NCAA Rules

Wisconsin, a suburb of Milwau
kee. He played football at an
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
early age in the Milwaukee Paro
By PAUL KAUFMAN
NEWS RELEASE
chial league when he was in the
seventh,
eighth,
and
ninth
grades,
Ed Wallace, College of the
In the September 23 issue of late to make any deep personal
In high school, he was his team's
Pacific grid-iron athlete, was mar
Sports Illustrated, Iowa's grid ity changes in your players."
leading scorer in his senior year
ried Sunday, Sept. 22, to Miss
iron coach, former All American Body and Character Building—
when they became city champions
Andrea Steffens of San Francis
Quarterback Forest Evashevski, "Platitudes"
of Milwaukee. Jack entered the
co. Congratulations, Mr. and Mrs.
Claiming that the "platitudes"
bucks the whole trend of opinion
Marine Corps immediately after
Wallace.
on college football. He says that about body and character build
graduation in 1951 and played
the only real value of the game is ing usually mouthed by football
Roger Kreischer found himself
football for the Camp Pendleton
not
sportsmanship but learning a coaches result in a lot of miscon
in the hospital for the second
aggregation. In 1952, he was ship
desire
to win, that what football ceptions, Evy emphasizes that
time in his career as Tommy
ped to Korea for thirteen months
needs
is
more emphasis, not less "Winning is the fun, and fun is
Tiger. Seems as though during
eight of which he was on the
the Fresno game somebody want
and
that
many NCAA rules are a the only reason for football" he
front lines. He returned to the
ed a souvenir of Tommy's head.
hindrance
to the game and de avers. "When football stops be
states and joined his parents, who
ing fun, it should be replaced
S o m e Fresnans might not
feat
themselves.
had moved to Pleasant Hill, Cali
by girls' hockey, Frisby or some
have taken their loss to Pacific |
The
trouble
with
football?
fornia. He then entered East Con
thing that is fun."
seriously. However, being a man's
tra Costa Junior College where He says, "All the intrinsic and
best friend, and not being able
How
To Play The Game—
symbolic
values
have
been
over
he once again was a real stand
to bear it any longer, their mas
rated.
The
one
real
value
of
foot
"Horse-Radish"
out in football, and was sought
cot bulldog committed suicide
Also, according to the Sports
after by many colleges. Because ball is to teach a boy desire to
on their return home.
go
out
and
win.
That's
the
only
Illustrated
article, Evashevski
of his small size, however, (he is
Pacific basketball is almost
5 feet 6 inches tall and weighs carryover value that I can see. thinks it is the winning that is
here, and joining our cagers is
150 pounds) many college coaches Good sportsmanship? You don't of true importance "because it's
forward Dick Walsh from Taft
were doubtful whether he could teach that in college football. If the only criterion we have for
Junior College. Dick is a sopho
continue his blistering pace in a boy isn't a good sport by the measuring anything." As for the
more and eligible for varsity
the collegiate "big leagues." Pa time we get him, probably his Grantland Rice classic, ('It's not
competion.
cific must have seen the great parents have failed somewhere whether you won or lost, but how
aggressiveness wrapped up in along the line, and we won't be you played the Game'), he says,
"WEAR WHITE TO THE GAME"
this small bundle of power and able to correct him. No coach is "That's so much horse-radish.
lured him to the Bengal Camp in going to be a builder of men. No Now wouldn't it look lovely in a
JACK LARSCHEID, Left Half
the fall of 1956. The fabulous ac coach can justifiably say, 'I'm doctor's office . . . you see on the
College of the Pacific
claim that Jack has built up at making boys good sports.' Sure wall, 'When the One Great Scor
Jack Larscheid has emerged as
Pacific so far is only a slight you can temper 'em to a degree, er comes to mark against your
Pacific's most sensational and
indication of his possibilities, for but not much; it's always too name, he won't ask whether the
exciting running back of this
now that he is starting every
patient lived or died, but how you
1957 season. This diminutive tyro,
game at the important running
made the cut'
"
also regarded as a fine defensive
back position in Myers' spread
Evashevski's
conclusion
is that
player, has for the second
formation, Larscheid will become
"If you can teach a boy to stay
straight year, taken over the
By GARY KAUFMAN
even greater as the remaining
within the rules and yet go allreigns from injured star Dick
"Nick" was graduated from
seven weeks wear on, for he
out and knock somebody down,
Bass.
thrives on tough and frequent U.C.L.A. in 1949 after playing and if he gets whipped set his jaw
Last year, his first at Pacific,
three years of varsity football.
competition.
for next Saturday. ... to be a real
Larscheid became a real star in
He was an all-Coast selection at
competitor in the world... you
Last week in the game against
his own right when Bass came
his guard position. In the off
up with a knee injury at mid- the Fresno State Bulldogs, Lars season, "Nick" took up boxing have provided him with the only
season. He startled everyone by cheid accounted for half of the and ended up with the titl§ of carryover value of college foot
showing his aggressivness, de Tiger offensive, as he passed, "Pacific Coast Conference Heavy ball. . . then he's a better citizen
for having played football. . . ."
termination and durability which rushed, and received passes with weight Boxing Champ."
the
proficiency
of
an
Ail-Amer
The Sports Illustrated article
completely defies his small sta
ASSISTED RED SANDERS
also quotes Evashevski on the
ture. One of his biggest thrills ican! Because of this sparkling
After graduation "Nick" spent subject of overemphasis in collegi
of last year came at Milwaukee, performance, Jack was named as
one year as graduate assistant to ate football. "There's nothing
the
Tiger
"Player
of
the
Week"
his former hometown, where he
Bruin coach Red Sanders and wrong with college football ex
ran completely wild against Mar by the Stockton Quarterback Club
two years at the University of cept that we need more of it,"
and received the usual gifts by
quette.
Idaho as a line coach. In 1953, he says. 'What we've got is unJack, who is twenty-four years the Club, which always includes when Jack Myers was selected
deremphasis." The Iowa coach be
old, was born in Whitefish Bay, an engraved wrist watch.
head coach at COP "Nick" fol
lieves that the American public
lowed his ex-schoolmate as the
has been mislead by a few scatter
line coach. Since his arrival at
ed bad practices into believing
Pacific, he has made a fine re
that the players are subsidized
cord and has won a high reputa
and pampered, with the result
tion. Under his direction the
ant curtailing of the sport by
COP line has been among the top
faculty people.
twenty defensive units in the na
"NCAA Forces Extensive
tion every season. In addition,
Recruiting"
more of the Tiger linemen have
Another point of attack by Evy
/I
turned professional than linemen
is the NCAA 20 day spring prac
from any other college team in
tice regulation. He thinks football
the nation. These statistics show
is a wonderful game and that
the merit of his teaching methods.
young men should be allowed to
"Nick" teaches his players to
play it whenever they want to;
be rougher and more alert than
he doesn't understand why other
the opposition. He works his men
hard, and the results are shown sports, like track, should be al
every time the Tigers take the lowed to go on all year and foot
ball be limited to three or four
field.
months.
You can be sure as long as
He also claims the ruling forces
John Nikcevich is line coach at
Pacific we will field a strong increasing reliance on extensive
recruiting.
football team.
"Here in Iowa," he says, we
run into a lot of ballplayers who
BAND CHOOSES THEME don't get much chance to play
OF UNITED CRUSADE
good, solid high school schedules.
Next week the COP Marching You expect a kid like that to de
Band will honor the United Cru velop a little later than the regu
sade during the halftime activi lar high school ballplayer. But
ties at the football game between we have only 20 days to develop
In the classroom,!
the College of the Pacific and a boy who's never played much.
Tulsa.
on a date. .
There's a good chance that we'll
The entertainment begins with miss potential All-Americans be
Rough Rider cords really rate.
the traditional opening fanfare. cause of the short period we can
Handiest item in your wardrobe.
At this time, the band will march look 'em over. When you don't
Get a pair today.
onto the field and form the word have a chance to work longer
"Give." The band then will move with the recruits in the spring
into its second stunt, forming it puts a high premium on the
**
MEN'S CLOTHIER
the two letters "UC", meaning blue-chip athlete. You've gotta go
United Crusade. The final stunt out and find the finished product.
is a large torch, symbolizing this So by limiting the training peri
N A R A .
C A L I F O R N I A
great cause. The music will be a
od, the NCAA forces extensive re
Cole Porter composition.
cruiting on us."
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ROARING TIGERS
SMASH FRESNO

College of the Pacific won its
second straight football game of
the season last Saturday night,
by beating the traditional rival
EDITORS
STEVIE CHASE, ED SOWASH Bulldogs, 34-12.
REPORTERS
After taking the kickoff in the
Dick Bass, Norm Boss, Dick Bateson, Dave first quarter, C.O.P. marched 60
Davis, Bill Embry, Gary Kaufman, Paul Kauf yards in seven
plays to score.
man, Ola Murcheson, Ernest Roberson, Ed
The best play in this series was
Schwartz, Sid Smith, Henry Wallace.
a lateral from Flores to Larscheid, who tossed a pass to
Golenor for 38 yards down to
Sports Calendar
Fresno's two-yard line. Golenor
took it over from the two-yard
WATER POLO
line. Flores' conversion attempt
Tues., Oct. 8—Palo Alto Club, was wide. Thus, in four minutes
Palo Alto, 7:30 p.m.
of playing the score was 6-0 in
Fri., Oct. 11—Cal Poly, Stock favor of COP.
ton, 2:00 p.m.
Eunston Recovers Fumble
Sat., Oct. 12 — Athens Club,
Funston recovered a Fresno
Stockton, 10:30 a.m.
fumble on the C.O.P. 49-yard line
Frl., Oct. 18—U.S.C., Stockton, and drove 51 yards for another
2:00 p.m.
touchdown with Golenor smash
Thurs., Oct. 24—San Jose State, ing the last yard for the touch
Stockton, 3:30 p.m.
down and Bass converting. Mid
way in the second quarter, the
FOOTBALL
Tigers went 42 yards in one rip.
Sat., Oct. 5—Tulsa, Home, 8:00 Larscheid took a pitchout and
p.m.
dashed around Fresno's right
Sat., Oct. 12—Kansas State, flanker into the end zone stand
Home, 8:00 p.m.
ing up. Chatfield converted to
Sat., Oct. 19—Idaho (homecom bring the score to 20-0.
ing), Home, 8:00 p.m.
Late in the same quarter COP
Sat., Oct. 26—Cincinnati, Away, got the ball on the Fresno 30yard line as the result of an eight
8:00 p.m.
yard punt. On the first play,
Flores hit Chatfield with a perfect
YOUNGEST AMBASSADOR pass and he rambled to the two.
Flores took the ball over on a
quarterback sneak. Chatfield con
verted. The half ended 27-0.

' Annie Gutierrez, 19 year old
student at Pomona College, Cali
fornia, is off to Costa Rica to
represent the 4-H Clubs of the
United States at a Latin American
Rural Youth Leaders' Conference,
September 29 - October 12, to be
attended by delegates from 15
Latin American countries.
Annie speaks fluent Spanish and
has an outstanding record in 4-H
work, topped with the National
Achievement Scholarship Award
last year.
,.
...
Cooperating in making possible
the participation of Annie in the
gatherng are the California SprayChemical Corporation, which is
providing the expense money as
part of it's 50th Anniversary
celebration; the National Commit
tee on Boys and Girls-Club
Inc.; and the University of Cali
fornia Agricultural Extension Ser
vice. The International Cooperation
Administration is making the
arrangements. -
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BENGAL BANNER

By DICK BATESON

Adrian Vera's brother is a
young (17), but big (220 pound)
Frosh tackle on the Stockton
Mustang's powerhouse this sea
son. . . Noel ("Newk") Manoukian's older brother/ Don, is a
senior guard at Stanford. He is
being eyed closely by both the
pros and the press. . . Nine out
of forty-two Tigers are married.
Quite a high percentage! Tom
Flores had an academic average
of almost "B" plus last semester..
The football coaches tell their
players to be in their rooms by
10:30 p.m., and may, if they have
to, study until midnight. Follow
ing a game, the curfew is extend
ed until two a.m. This allows the
players to get rid of the tension
they tend to build up prior to and
during a game. . .
Idaho's senior fullback, Ken
Hall, who hails from Wilmington,
Delaware (where is that?), quick
kicked a record-tying 82 yards
in his team's season opener with
Oregon way back on September

21. . .
It is amazing and astounding
how faithfully the Bengals ad
here to the training rules set
down by the coaching staff. In
fact, the team spirit as a whole
is nothing short of sensational. . .
Norm Bass appears to be the
Farrell Funston is undoubtedly team's undisputed checker champ.
one of the finest all-round ends He is also rioted for his wit and
that Pacific has known for many clever comebacks. . .
a decade. This well proportioned Willie Richardson, football star
Bengal, who spreads 205 pounds for the Tigers back around 1953,
over a six foot two inch frame, and assistant coach during the
is winding up his career at Pacif last spring practice, is now backic this season, but will leave be field coach for the Stockton Col
Bulldogs Score
hind him fond memories. For lege Mustangs. He is still attend
The Fresnans got on the score
three seasons he has proved him ing Pacific and working for his
board in the early minutes of the
self to be a star Tiger in every master's degree. . . Sid Hall, also
third quarter. The Bulldogs held
sense of the word.
an ex-Bengal standout, is like
the Bengali deep in their own
wise studying for a similar de
VERSATILE
territory. Then Van Zant rushed
A native of Dixon, California, gree here. Sid is coaching the
Flores on a pass, deflected the
ball and caught it in the air on Funston entered Pacific as a soph Tiger centers and the frosh, with
the Tigers' 15-yard line. After omore after a year at Sacramento the aid of Ken Cornell, a Bengal
runs by Philpott and Kuhn for Junior College, where his exploits end last year. . .
11 yards, Dean Philpott scored in all sports gained him recogni Dave Klurman, the basketball
from four yards out. The conver tion from many college coaches. hotshot from Irvington, New Jer
A halfback at Sacramento, Far sey, informs us he practiced the
sion was not good.
rell was labelled as a "one man court game quite a bit last sum
Tigers Jump Back
gang" who could do just about mer, so look for him to be one
C.O.P. came right back and anything on a football field.
of the best playmakers on the
marched 64 yards for a touch In the fall of 1955, Funston coast this season. . . The Tigers'
down, after Jack Larscheid had showed everyone just why he was lone ineligible player this year,
made gains of 13 and 23 yards, one of the most sought after Rich Spieckerman from Lodi,
combined with a pass for 17. preppers in the West. Converted showed in the pre-season game
Larscheid made the score with a to fullback, he came through in in Sacramento that he will aid
five-yard slice over right end, grand style, but the next season, Pacific in 1958. . . Mason Hoburg,
Chatfield converted to make the "Fungy" was placed at a posi head football manager for the
score 34-6.
tion that seemed more ideal to last two seasons, will be succeed
The Bulldogs unleashed a 70- him—left end. In fact, last year, ed next year by Jim Nixon, his
yard drive with Philpott catching his first as an end, Farrell caught able assistant for the last two
a pass from Pratt for the final 27 passes for 563 yards and five seasons. "Nick" hails from Palo
25-yards. Guinn's conversion at touchdowns to rank near the top Alto. Too bad we do not play
tempt was wide, and the score of the nation's leaders in pass Stanford this year!!!
ended COP 34, Fresno State, 12. receiving. With a season of ex Hoopster Leroy (6 foot 8 in.)
perience behind him, only one's Wright also was married this
imagination can foretell just how past summer. His wife is still
great this intense competitor will back home in Texas .. .
Harlin Pay ton (or is it Pay ton
be this year!
QUESTIONS
Harlin?) is the real outdoorsman
1. Who won the baseball Na SUCCESSFUL SEASON
on the Tiger football team. Give
A deeply religious individual,
tional League crown?
him a rifle and some shells and
2. What team won the American Farrell is the proud father of let him roam those hills of north
three and has been married since
League crown?
ern California!!! Coach Myers be
3. Who won the National League he has been in high school. On lieves that San Diego is a very
the gridiron, however, this sandybatting crown?
nice town. Only one complaint—
4. Who won the American Lea haired Bengal is all business, and "it's too close to Tiajuana! ! ! !
he is well known for his "rockgue batting crown?
Buzz Williams, Bob Maron, and
5. What was the score between em-sock-em" type of play. The Ken Swearingen, who were Tigers
fans
who
follow
the
Tigers
realize
COP and Fresno?
6. Who is known as the "Baby that Funston probably would
ANSWERS
Do" on the Tigers football have been the nation's leading
pass receiver last year if he had 1. Milwaukee Braves
team?
7. When did the freshman foot not had his knee injured. With 2. New York Yankees
ball team start its practice a prayer for his knee and hope 3. Stan Musial
that his operation on it was suc 4. Ted Williams
with full uniform?
8. Who is regarded as the best cessful, Farrell's fans will look 5. COP 34, Fresno 12
all-around Major League play forward to seeing this prominent 6. Adrian Vera
Pacific football star in the na 7. Sept. 30, 1957
er?
9. What National League player tion's "eye" this 1957 football 8. Willie Mays
9. Hank Aaron
season.
won two crowns?

SPORTS QUIZ

By BATESON

of not too long ago, now have
jobs as teachers and coaches.
Maron is at McClatchy High in
Sacramento, Williams is at his
alma mater, Mt. Diablo High, and
Swearingen is a junior college
coach. . .

Over a period of four and one
half years, trainer Mel Moretti
has probably taped Tom Green
more than any other player in
his entire career. Tom has seen
five seasons and four spring
practices—nine campaigns alto
gether! That is a lot of football
in anyone's book! ! !

Carl Kammerer, the gigantic
sophomore tackle from Lodi, is
the team's spirited "holler guy."
There is also a Bengal who be
lieves one of his coaches resem
bles Cornel Wilde! But I am sor
ry girls—he is married. . . John
Williams' younger brother is also
attending Stockton Junior Col
lege. . . Jack Larscheid, although
diminutive in stature, has a heart
twice as big as a 200 pounder. . .

Injuries have run high this
year. Currently disabled are
Dick Bass, Bob Hicks, Tom Green,
Ken Uselton, Roger Metoyer, Bob
Coronado, Stan Swanson, and
Harlin Payton. . .

Centers Mich Yamamoto and
Roland Rutter, the team's judo
experts, seem to show that the
Japanese art helps them out on
the gridiron. . . Stockton current
ly supplies our Bengals with more
talent than any other city. Floyd
Weaver, Ken Castles, Adrian
(Big Julie) Vera, and Bob Den
ton, represent "Big S". But when
Dick Bass gets back into uniform,
Vallejo-ites will claim a "tie" for
this distinction by naming their
fabulous Bass duo and Ed Sowash
and Bob Coronado.
Ben Cahill, ex-Tiger center
and 1955 graduate, is now playing
football for the San Francisco
entry in the Western Professional
Football League. Ben is currently
employed as a geologist . . .
Wayne Segale, a classmate of
Cahill's and a former pitcher on
the Pacific baseball team, lives
right across the street from Jack
Larscheid and is employed by
the Continental Can Company. . .
Joe Malpasuto, the talented art
major from Van Nuys, is also
considered, along with big Eddie
Sowash, one of the sharpest dres
sers on the team. The battle of
the sharp-looking hats is under
way every time the team goes on
a trip!
Eight more weeks and the boys
will not only be allowed more
than three minutes with girls, but
they will also be seen sipping
milkshakes. . . and DO follow the
Tigers! Just like Rhizomia, the
Tigers will BOOM again this
week!

Men Only Game Movie
Coach Myers narrated and dis
cussed the movies of the San
Diego game September 25 with
a crowd of forty or fifty COP
men in a meeting organized by
Anderson Y Vice-President Ron
Loveridge. A discussion followed
the showing of the movie, one of
the many activities of the Y dur
ing its membership drive.
Don't forget the "Y" work
party Saturday from nine till
four. Refreshments for all, with
a break at noon for lunch. Come
when you can, leave when you
must. A good opportunity to get
rid of your frustrations, meet
people, have fun, and help fix up
the "V" facilities.
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GeorgeUeazey
From Atcbafalaya Swamp, more for your money at the gasoline pump
"Somebody has called this the atomic age. It's really
the petroleum age.
"In 1935 America used about 300 gallons of oil
products a year per person. Today it's over 800
gallons. The industry has a big job to meet this
demand. But we're doing it.

"For one thing, we go farther to find oil. Atchafalaya Swamp here in Louisiana where I head
Union Oil's production crew, is a good example.
"Before we start to drill we have to dredge canals
to float the rig in. When we drill we often go twice
as deep as we did ten years ago. And the number
of dry holes is much higher now.

GEORGE VEAZEY, "COMMUTING" TO HIS JOB IN THE ATCHAFALAYA SWAMP COUNTRY

"When we do strike oil, we have to refine it and
get it to market. Some of our oil travels thousands
of miles by boat, pipeline and truck before it reaches
your car as Union gasoline.

"Costs are up all along the line, but we're drilling
more wells than ever. In spite of more dry holes,
our production is up. And our products are better
than they've ever been!"

The problems George Veazey discusses are very
real.
Despite them, though, you never got more for
your money than you do today at a Union Oil
Service Station.
Today, gasoline is 15 octanes higher than it was
in 1939, and you get free services with every gallon.
The price, on the other hand, has increased only
65% as compared with a 100% rise in the average
of all consumer prices.
We intend to continue to bring our customers
the best possible products at the lowest possible
price.

YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED. Write: The Chairman of the
Board, Union Oil Co., Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles 17, Calif-

Union Oil Company OF CALIFORMA
MANUFACTURERS OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL

